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Serta morgan convertible sofa weight

Visit the help section or contact us Other items related to this productCurrent slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} from {TOTAL_SLIDES}- Bestselling on Sofas, Armchairs &amp;amp; Couches5.0 of 5 stars based on 2 product ratings (2)4.1 out of 5 stars based on 15 product ratings (15)2.0 out of 5 stars based on
5 product ratings(5)4.5 out of 5 stars based on 4 product ratings(4)5.0 of 5 stars based on 1 product rating(1)EUR 197.48 New EUR 123.43 Used4.1 out of 5 stars based on product rating of 12 (12)4.8 from 5 stars based on product rating of 4(4)Current slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} of {TOTAL_SLIDES}-
Save on Sofa , Armchair &amp;; Sofa This item is not included in this page. Thank you, we'll investigate this. An error occurred processing your request. An error occurred processing your request. Comfortable and stylish convertible sofa that opens up to a day bed Leather upholstery belted with pillow
seats and pillows including a convenient outlet to charge electronic devices Current price: $399.00 $399.00 Membership required to complete a pick up purchase at the club or curbside at Sam's Club. A versatile option for overnight guests, this comfortable convertible sofa is quickly transformed into a
lounge chair, chaise or bed. Convertible pillow top sofa with lounge chair position, bed, and chaise Durable high-performance bonded leather fabric Including two 120V power outlets and 2 USB ports to charge chrome personal electronics visible metal foot Pocket pillow coil Top Rank Membership is
required to complete a pick up purchase at a club or curb at Sam's Club. © 2020 Walmart Stores, Inc.
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